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67 Car
75 A Ne
77 A
78 Loon
80 Coll
83 A W
84 Iatri
88 Train
91 A H
92 A Ne
97 Log
100 Isol
102 Sym
105 One
110 Kick
120 Wor
124 Mor
126 Ans
133 G
138 Wa/
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67 Caroline
75 A New Pentomino Puzzle
77 Alternating Monotones
78 Loony Logos
80 Colloquy
83 A Whitman Echo
84 Iatrologs and Iatronyms
88 Transposition
91 A Hollow Diamond
92 A Note on Catoptrons
97 Logomachy
100 Isolated Letters
102 Symmetry - Yrtemmys
105 One Plus One Equals One
110 Kickshaws
120 Words, Non-Words, Nonsense Words
124 More Vowel Trigrams
126 Answers and Solutions
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